Week 1 Home Learning Nursery I.

Day

PSE –
Personal,
social,
emotional.

1

PD – Physical
development.

CL –
Communication
and Language.

M – Mathematics.

L – Literacy.

UW –
Understanding
the world.

EAD – Expressive
arts and design.

Can you.. pat your
head x1, nod your
head x2, clap your
hands x3, stamp
your feet x4, jump
x5. Repeat over.

Can you use your
listening skills to
play Pudsey
Says? Use your
Teddy Bear to
give instructions.

Choose 3 or 4
colours. Go on a
hunt around the
house for objects
that are these
colours. Can you
sort the objects
into colour groups?

Can you write
your rainbow
name? Ask a
grown up to write
your name in
large letters then
trace over and
over the letters
using different
colour pencils.

Can you find five
smelly items in
your house?
Which do you
like? Which do
you not like?

Can you use your
toys (farm animals,
dinosaurs) to make
some footprint
tracks?

Can you complete
this number
matching activity?

Can you practise
all the sounds we
have learned so
far using your
flashcards?

Can you build a
tower from
blocks? Can you
find some toys to
live in the tower?
What is
happening in the
tower?

Can you create a
piece of art using a
sheet of lasagne
pasta? Use glue,
paint, glitter, rice,
shapes.

Find and share
favourite
storybook. What
sounds can you
spot.

Take a walk
around your
home. What
things make
different noises?

Can you draw a
character from
your favourite
storybook?

Wk1 N1 Pudsey
Says.pdf
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Please share
storybooks
that have
themes of
friendship,
being kind,
helping others
and feelings
and emotions.

Can you.. walk up
the stairs count 1
step up and 1 step
down, then count
up 2 steps and 2
steps down, then
count up 3 steps..
continue to 9.

Can you follow
instructions to
make play
dough?

Can you cut a piece
of fruit into 8
pieces?

Can you use your
attention skills to
play follow the
leader?

Wk1 N1
Playdough.pdf

Wk1 N1 Number
Match.pdf

Starting with the
smallest number
then counting on
to find which
number is next, can
you place the

Wk1 N1 Follow the
Leader.pdf
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Can you show your
grown up our scarf
disco? Big circles,
little circles, sweep
the floor, across
your tummy,
around your head,
throw up and
catch. Repeat with
opposite hand.
How may paper
clips can you join
together? How
many buttons can
you do up?

Can you follow
instructions to
make a
sandwich?

Can you find an
object (or
sweet!)? One
person hides an
object in the
room then the
second person
follows directions
to find it. Swap
roles.

numbers 0-9 in
order?

What are these
things used for?

Can you find these
things in your
house? 1 shoe, 2
books, 3 toy cars, 4
spoons, 5 socks, 6
building blocks, 7
puzzle pieces, 8
raisins and 9 pieces
of paper.

Using these cards
can you place
your favourite
teddy on, under,
in, behind etc?

Can you complete
this farm colour by
numbers picture?

Practise sounding
and blending
using your word
and picture cards
and/or reading
book.

Wk1 Farm Colour.pdf

Wk1 N1
Prepositions.pdf

Can you plan a
birthday
celebration? Who
would come to
the party? What
would you do at
the party? What
food would you
like to eat there?

Can you try some
of these yoga
poses?

Can you find
these things in
your garden?
Some twigs, an
interesting stone,
a big leaf, a small
leaf, something
yellow, a worm or
snail?

Can you fill a piece
of paper with your
fingerprints? Can
you make a
pattern?

Wk1 N1 Yoga.pdf

